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Abstract. Various methods are adopted in the world presently to auto-
mate repetitive tasks, which involve yielding the same output or giving
similar responses to a particular input. The aim of this project is to
build a chit-chat question and answering model that will be more en-
gaging and fun to interact with as compared to visiting the Frequently
Asked Question (FAQ) section of a website in order to source for infor-
mation about a particular entity, thereby making it a restricted-domain
Question Answering (QA) system. To this end, a model, capable of
chit-chat and answering questions about African Masters of Machine
Intelligence(AMMI) programme was trained using ParlAI and a novel
test dataset was crowd-sourced for this task.
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1 Introduction

Bots have proven to be useful agents in the field of Natural Language Processing
(NLP) and have been at the forefront of automation in conversational AI and
dialogue systems [2], helping to engage humans and other bots (in some cases) in
tasks having similar routine. Given that bots come in different forms, bearing
in mind the task they are expected to accomplish, it is not uncommon to see
bots handling Question and Answering (QA) tasks and other activities such as
engaging in dialogue [15].

This position paper presents a preliminary case study showcasing the ability
of current systems to multi-task QA and chit-chat. The model was fine-tuned
from a pre-trained Transformer generator model on multiple tasks, adopting
the Information Retrieval baseline model for retrieval over a set of evidence
paragraphs over which model responses were generated in the QA component.
Different sampling schemes were explored in order to explore variation in model
responses. The model responses are expected to be void of toxicity [3] of any form.
Learning, for the model, is basically from its training data, not from interaction
during dialogue [16,14].
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2 Related Work

QA systems require that response to a question is provided based on facts about
that question. Different works have been done to bring QA to the level it has
attained, although more effort is directed towards research focused on open-
domain QA, a task researchers agreed is non-trivial [15] with a huge role played
by machine reading comprehension. One of the early QA datasets was CNN/Daily
Mail dataset [6] where there are news articles provided and a system is required
to answer questions from the articles. A notable contribution to QA research is
the work of Rajpurkar et al., 2016 from which the Stanford Question Answering
Dataset (SQuAD) [12] was created. The dataset is made of questions which have
answers as spans from a Wikipedia passage. A problem of SQuAD models giving
inaccurate answers in some cases was a motivation for SQuAD 2.0 [11], which
helps models trained on it to be able to not provide answers to unanswerable
questions, rather than providing an answer at all cost.

Despite goal/task-oriented dialogue research arguably being more successful,
chit-chat systems have made advancements in recent years [2,18]. Dialogue
research aimed at improving chit-chat gave rise to different datasets like CoQA
[13], where the questions are conversational, and the answers are free-form text
with their corresponding evidence highlighted in the passage. Li et al. [8] proposed
a persona-based neural model to handle the issue of inconsistency in chit-chat
models by encoding personas in distributed embedding that capture individual
characteristics such as background information and speaking style. Research
towards keeping dialogue response safe and unoffensive [4] is gaining a lot of
attention in the Conversational AI communities.

3 Methods and Experiments

This preliminary report basically describes existing methods adopted in developing
a close-domain conversational question answering model. Hence, this work can
serve as a baseline for research on transfer learning for models that can carry out
dialogue while answering domain questions. The project leveraged the resources
of ParlAI [10], an open-source framework for promoting and centralising dialogue
research. The overarching goal of ParlAI is to build a community-based platform
for easy access to both tasks and learning algorithms that perform well on them,
in order to push the field forward.

3.1 Dataset

In answering questions that are peculiar to a particular entity, domain-specific
data are needed to be fed into the model. In creating AQuAD (pronounced as
"accord") an acronym for AMMI1 Question Answering Dataset, a total of 105
examples were obtained in a supervised manner, consisting of question, label and
evidence paragraph (a text from which an answer is obtained given a particular
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Fig. 1. Examples from the crowd-sourced AMMI QA dataset.

question) for each example as shown in Figure 1. Google forms were sent to
participants. The forms were designed to capture possible questions a prospective
candidate would ask if he visited the FAQ section of the AMMI website for
information. The participants were AMMI students, some prospective candidates
aspiring to be part of the next cohort participated in providing the data. There
was an option for a participant to provide possible answers to the questions (if
known). The answers were provided in different forms: single word (or string), a
phrase, a sentence and multiple-sentences responses, with their sources entirely
from the public data on the AMMI website and related news articles, compiled
as list of evidence paragraphs for the dataset.

3.2 Model

This work leveraged a pretrained model, fine-tuned on different tasks and evalu-
ated using the AQuAD dataset. The Retrieve and Generate (RetnGen) model
has two significant components:

Retriever: this component has as its core an information retrieval (IR) baseline
model used to retrieve over documents for a created task. The retriever takes the
question as input and produces the most relevant paragraph of evidence from a
set of knowledge sources. Unlike a generative model, the retriever does not need
to be trained, as it is not learning any weight or parameter. It builds a dictionary
of the label candidates and rank them according to a score obtained by using
Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency TF-IDF [9,7] similarity measure.

Generator: the generator is a transformer [17] generator, fine-tuned from a model
with an architecture of 8 layers, 90M parameters, 512 embedding-size, batch
size of 16 and adopted Byte-Pair Encoding (BPE) for tokenisation. Initially, the
generator was fine-tuned only on Stanford Question Answering Dataset (SQuAD)
[12]. Multitask fine-tuning [11,5] on SQuAD and Wizard of Wikipedia (WoW)
resulted in the model giving better responses, but it was still giving incorrect
answers when it did not know the answer to a question. The model gave blank/no
response when fine-tuned on SQuAD 2.0 and WoW. While SQuAD 2.0 helped
in answering questions appropriately, WoW was useful in keeping the model
conversationally engaging and consistent in its response.
1 https://aimsammi.org/
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Given a question, the retrieval component retrieves the relevant evidence from
a list of candidates and the generative component generates the relevant answer
with input as the concatenated question and retrieved evidence.

3.3 Fine-tuning

Fine-tuning the model in this work was carried out using Google Colaboratory,
with a Tesla V100-SXM2 and 16GB memory GPU support. A pretrained model,
selected from available variants on ParlAI was fine-tuned on multiple tasks. The
fine-tuned model is a ParlAI agent that generates expected response, given a
prompt. A Teacher (another kind of agent) was created to load and display
the content of the dataset fed to the model. To ensure objectivity and test
generalisation, the crowdsourced test data was not included as one of the tasks
during fine-tuning. Fine-tuning the model was initially done using the selected
pretrained model, with checkpoints created at specified intervals for saving the
model parameters. In a situation where the training was disrupted, it continued
from the saved checkpoints, avoiding the need to restart training from the
beginning.

3.4 Inference and Evaluation

Getting a model to carryout its task effectively is a function of many systematic
procedures, one of which is model evaluation. It is important to evaluate our
model at a certain point in the system development cycle. Such evaluation helps
to ascertain, before deployment, if the model is effective in terms of how well
it performs. In cases where the performance rating is low when compared to
a preset threshold or benchmark, this creates an avenue for further research
into improving the model’s performance. To determine how well a model is
doing, certain measures (metrics) were considered, a lot of which have evolved
over time and are widely accepted as a standard to gauge model performance.
Using automatic metrics to measure the success of a chit-chat task is non-trivial.
Automatic metrics in this work include Accuracy/Exact Match(EM) and F1
score [14].

Table 1. Evaluating RetnGen on AQuAD using different decoding methods.

Model EM F1

inference=default 0.04706 0.1428
inference=topk, topk=20 0.02353 0.1571
inference=nucleus, topp=10 0.03529 0.1266
inference=beam, beam_size=3 0.04706 0.1769
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The choice of inference method or decoding algorithm is significant to model
response [15]. Inference methods that can be found in models on ParlAI include:
nucleus, topk, greedy and beam. In Table 1, the default inference is greedy, which
one can override by assigning any desired method when displaying or evaluating
data or model response. Greedy inference simply picks the most likely next token,
but beam inference, which yielded the highest scores, uses a beam search to go
through a couple of promising generator candidates at once.

Automatic metrics do not capture the full picture when evaluating model
performances. Qualitative examples, as shown in Table 2, shows the RetnGen
model interacting with human interlocutor, demonstrating the need for more
research to improve the model performance. Human evaluation of the model is an
effective way to test its performance, complementing the results obtained from
the automatic metrics. Such performance can be judged based on how engaging
and coherent the model responses are as compared to the expected responses.
Although, no explicit human evaluation was conducted during the preliminary
experiments in this work, to ensure objectivity, an approach [1] can be adopted
for future work. Construction of an evaluation of set of 30 prompts each for
QA and chit-chats, from which a fixed number of interlocutors then score the
responses. For the QA, the responses can be compared to the true labels in the
dataset. Judging the chit-chat responses is subjective, using a Likert scale, to
determine how human-like the responses are. A bootstrap method can be adopted
to aggregate the scores, which can be presented and compared to other similar
models.

4 Conclusion

This work demonstrated that using fine-tuned models, it is feasible to have a
model that can perform restricted-domain question answering and chit-chat. This
project explored multitask fine-tuning of the model on various datasets, evaluated
on a very small test dataset. These results pave way for further contributions to
this area of research. Despite the success of QA systems and the achievements
in dialogue systems research, this work calls for investigation into the synergy
between both tasks, which would lead to efficient chit-chat QA systems.

Future work will have a larger dataset and investigate other methods of im-
proving the model performance to match human performance. Another extension
is to investigate how to efficiently deploy the model. A demo could be set up
to deploy the model and elicit human evaluation. In this work, the model was
built in a monolingual setting, a possible extension is to consider building a
multilingual model that can cater for even low-resource languages.

Acknowledgement. Special thanks to Antoine Bordes, Emily Dinan, Eric
Michael Smith, Kurt Shuster and Abubakr Babiker.
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Table 2. Evaluating RetnGen; the first column contains questions, the second column
contains labels and model responses (orange colour).

In-domain
Who is the founder of AMMI? Moustapha Cisse

moustapha cisse

What programming language is used for
the machine Learning courses?

Python

python

Who is the programme manager of AMMI? Teta Bahunde
teta bahunde

What makes AMMI a competitive
programme in Africa?

The programme is being taught by leading
AI experts in the industry and academics
and it has the backing of tech giants like
Facebook and Google.
the ammi program will prepare well
rounded machine intelligence researchers
who respond to both present and future
needs of africa and the world .

Is proficiency in English language
required?

Proficiency in English language is
important.
proficiency in english is important , english
language courses will be available for all
admitted students .

Is there an application fee? There is no application fee.
free of charge

Chit-chat
Hi hi

How are you i ’ m good , how are you ?

I am hungry i ’ m hungry too !

I am feeling sick i ’ m sorry to hear that . i hope you feel
better soon .

I love movies i love movies too ! i ’ m glad you like them

What kind of movies do you like? i ’ m a big fan of all kinds of movies , but i
’ m a big fan of movies that are directed by
james cameron .
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